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Instructor: Elaine Crable, Ph.D. 
crable@xavier.edu    Phone: 513-745-2029 
205 Smith Hall  
 
Required Text: Tomorrow’s Technology and You, 9 
th
 Ed., Beekman & Beekman, Pearson/Prentice Hall, 
2010  ISBN-10 digits: 0-13-504504-5 (Though you can get by with the 8
th
 edition with 
Internet support for any updates needed) 
  
Related Web Sites:  Publisher's Web Site   
 
Course Description & Goals: 
The course will use a modular, student-directed approach to teach basic concepts of Information Systems.  It is 
an online course supported by Blackboard for content delivery, chat sessions, discussion forums, assignment 
submissions, and exams. 
 
Course Goals:  
 To present elementary concepts of computer technology. 
 To familiarize the student with basic hardware and software used to develop business computer systems. 
 To present basic networking and communication technologies including the Internet. 
 To introduce Internet and Web technologies as they apply to business and to the development of Web 
sites. 
 To present new technologies along with ethical issues associated with them. 
 To present contemporary issues concerned with the development and maintenance of quality 
information systems used for business. 
 To introduce essential data modeling concepts with Access and Excel. 
 To introduce students to presenting in a virtual environment using an online tool. 
Learning Objectives:  
Detailed learning objectives will be provided for each course module. 
 
Williams College of Business Mission:”We educate students of business, enabling them to improve 
organizations and society, consistent with the Jesuit tradition.” 
 
The Concepts of Managerial Computing course provides students with knowledge of the role and contribution 
of information systems to organizations as well as the opportunity to apply business problem solving skills 
through team interaction and microcomputer application development consistent with the Mission. 
 
Course Modules 
This course consists of 4 separate modules: 
 Hardware/software (includes data communications & security) 
 Internet, Web Development & Ecommerce (includes ethical issues related to the Interne plus Social 
networking) 
 IT in Organizations (includes system development, software integration, business intelligence, and IT 
careers) 
 Data Modeling concepts and application with Microsoft Excel and Access 
 
Each module will be “self-contained” and will be assessed independently from the other modules.  See the 
evaluations section of this syllabus for details on the grading procedure. 
 
Blackboard Web Site  
All materials for the class will be distributed electronically, and all materials will be submitted electronically 
using email and electronic assignment submission.  Exams and quizzes will be electronic.  An electronic 
Discussion Board and Chat Room will be used to support interaction.  Web-based resources which parallel the 
textbook content will be available for viewing or for download.   
These tools will provide a suitable virtual classroom environment for participation and interaction. 
 
Class Participation  
All students are expected to participate in Course Discussion Forums using Bb and Chat/Audio Conferencing 
Sessions using Wimba.  
Chat and Audio Conferencing, along with detailed learning objectives, will substitute for standard classroom 
meetings.  Regular participation is expected and will be reflected in your participation grade. There will be an 
initial online chat session using the Blackboard Virtual Classroom Wimba on the first night of class, a simple 
headset is needed for the class or at least a set of headphones (any open mics in computers will cause feedback 
in the class and will need to be set to off.) 
 
Class Projects and Assignments 
 Team and/or Individual projects will be required for each module.  These may include outside work 
activities and research.  Projects and assignments will be described within each module. 
 There will be multiple Discussion Forum Assignments for each module.  These will include an initial 
posting along with follow-up postings from other students.  
 A final, comprehensive team project will be assigned along with the materials and discussion for the last 
module. 
 Reflection blogs will be required during the class every three weeks.  Due Dates will be posted and a 
reminder will be sent to students. 








 Exams:  25% (12.5% for each exam) 
 Projects for Module 1-3:  20% 
 Discussion Forum Assignments: 25% 
 Reflection Blogs:  10% 
 Team Projects: 10% 
 Virtual meeting participation and Current Event: 10% 
A (95-100) A- (90-94) 
B+ (87-89) B (83-86) B- (80-82) 
C+ (77-79) C (73-76) C (70-72) 
F (<70)   
 
